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Data mining manipulates on service data of massive size. In practical use, service 
data of massive size always include many factors which influence mining algorithm 
efficiency and disturb mining result, such as incomplete, inconsistent, high redundant 
and noisy, dirty data. Data preprocessing applies before data mining and manipulates 
on source data set through cleaning, integration, transformation and reduction, thereby 
using field knowledge as guidance, aiming to finding tasks, helping to obtain target 
data for data mining key algorithm and reduce data manipulation capacity, improve 
efficiency of the mining and accuracy of the knowledge discovery.  
Data preprocessing technique include data cleaning, data integration, data 
transformation and data reduction. Data reduction obtains a furthest reduced 
representation of the data set, yet closely maintains the integrity of the original data. 
Mining and analyzing on the reduced data set should be more efficient, yet produce 
the same (or almost the same) analytical results as mining on the original data. 
Typical strategies for data reduction include data cube aggregation (where 
aggregation operations are applied to the data cube), attribute subset selection (where 
irrelevant, weakly relevant, or redundant attributes or dimensions may be detected and 
removed), data compression (where encoding mechanisms are used to reduce the data 
set size), numerosity reduction (where original data are replaced by much more 
simpler data expression form), generalization and discretization (where raw data 
values for attributes are replaced by ranges or higher conceptual levels to reduce the 
size of the data set. Concept hierarchies help mining pattern knowledge from multiple 
abstraction levels. ) . 
This paper focuses on these typical data reduction methods and implementation 
of correlative algorithms, thereby learning, concluding, summarizing and researching 
on attribute subset selection, discretization and concept hierarchy generation, rough 
set algorithm etc., describes the technical principles, application characters and status. 
Also, we do some experimental works on data reduction techniques through analysis 
and research on training data set. 
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数据集成(Data Integration)将来自多个数据源的异构数据(如:来自 SQL 
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